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aldus manutius the younger, de antiquis numerorum notis ... - aldus manutius the younger was born in
1547 in venice, the first son of paulus manutius and caterina odoni. paulus manutius was then running the
aldine press, founded by his own father, the famous printer aldus manutius. the younger aldus manutius was
precocious in his youth, beginning in the family business while embarking on his lifelong career as a published
author, all at the age of eleven ... aldus and greek learning - jpsbrary.utoronto - citizenship, and evolved
his own business out of jenson's firm. yes, everyone does seem to have known everyone else. within ten years,
torresani would make the acquaintance of our newcomer to this world, aldus manutius. aldus manutius was
born in bassiano, an insignificant latian hill-town some sixty-five kilometers southeast of rome, in about 1452.
he remained throughout his life a native ... aldus manutius and benedetto bordon: in search of a link m
... - aldus manutius and benedetto bordon: in search of a link by m. j.c. lowry, m.a., ph.d. lecturer in history in
the university of warwick aldus, the first of the scholar-printers, and benedetto, the last “turning the page:
bibliographical innovation and the ... - the list of fine papers to be offered has a solid core on aspects of
aldus manutius’ practice and legacy, as well as papers on pioneering publishing enterprises, on genres of
publishing, on historically important publishers, and on collecting and digitising. turning the page:
bibliographical innovation and the ... - turning the page: bibliographical innovation and the legacy of aldus
manutius the university of melbourne, australia 26 and 27 november 2015 2015 marks the quincentenary of
the death of the great printer and publisher aldus manutius (c. 1451– 1515). aldus was an innovator in a
number of ways, from his development and use of the first italic typeface and publishing of small octavo
editions ... a risky enterprise: e aldine edition of galen, the ... - aldus manutius (ca. 1450–1515) in
venice was by far the most important early printer of medical books and classical texts. his most difficult and
critical enterprise was the printing of the many affidavit of h. george fletcher - wordpress - nicolas
barker,aldus manutius and the development of greek script & type in the fifteenth century (sandy hook, 1985),
in printing history 8 no. 2 (december 1986) 40-42 martin lowry, the world of aldus manutius: business and
scholarship in renaissance venice problems of the paperless book - indiana university - 1 for an
introduction to the early years of print and their many parallels to our present situation with electronic media,
see chapter 1 of martin lowry’s the world of aldus manutius. harvard divinity school - researchgate harvard theological review two assumptions are common within the classic protestant account. the first is that
protestant rejection of ecclesial authority and reliance on the sole author- articella studies - digitalic articella studies texts and interpretations in medieval and renaissance medical teaching a history of the firm
- oak knoll - 8 m. lowry, the world of aldus manutius; business an d scholarship in renaissance venice (ithaca,
1979), p. 10 is well known that bernardo cennini, printer of the first book in florence was also a goldsmith.
what has flacius to do with erasmus? the biblical humanism ... - 2 martin l o w r y, the world of aldus
manutius: business and scholarship in renais- sance venice, cornell university press, ithaca, 1979, 113. 3
egnazio also used the agnomen »venetus«, referring to his city of origin. school of information staff - deep
blue - si 633. winter 2009. list of suggested books for review: for your first review, please choose from among
the books marked by an asterisk, as they are either of broader scope or pertain more closely to aldo manuzio
and his legacy to the language profession - his death, passing first to his business partner, then to his son
paolo, and finally to his grandson aldo the younger at whose death in 1597 aldus & co. closed.
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